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ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT:
This document defines the BKA policy and processes for awarding Renshi and Kyoshi to its members
and members of affiliated organisations. Its intended readership is for those who hold, as a
minimum, the grade of 6th Dan or above in the arts of Iaido, Kendo and Jodo.
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INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY
Outline
The British Kendo Association (BKA) seeks to acknowledge the depth of study and experience of its
members through the award of the Shogo titles Renshi and Kyoshi. The Association recognises the
importance of these awards which are second only to the highest rank of the arts in which we train,
that of Hanshi.
At a broad philosophical level the award of Renshi recognises the ability of the candidate to make
accurate technical appraisals in the field of refereeing and Dan examination panels. In addition, the
award of Kyoshi recognises the candidate’s ability to impart knowledge of their art(s) clearly and
concisely.
Consequently, recommendation for Shogo must be based on more than just dan grade or duration
of training in an art, and evaluation should be carried out by those who are most informed to make
such a decision to recommend and do so in a fair and unbiased way. The evaluation must examine
the character of the applicant, contributions to the British Kendo Association in the past, present
and possible future (the latter based on indicative behaviours). The award process documented
within this document seeks to achieve this aim

Process Summary
The Shogo award process consists of four key stages as summarised below and is defined in detail
later in this document. Note that the BKA Chairperson is involved throughout all stages since the
award is from the BKA itself and not from the individual Bu. Once the annual Shogo calendar (and
application cut-off date) has been agreed, the application date will be published to ensure applicants
have as much notice as possible to apply.
STAGE 1 – Application:
Shogo candidates will make an application to the BKA Chairperson, using the approved application
form (Appendix 4) before the published cut-off date.
The BKA Chairperson will ask the Bucho of the applicant’s art to review the application form/CV to
check if the content is correct and to make appropriate personal comment on the good standing and
character of the applicant.
The Chairperson will appoint a suitably qualified panel to evaluate applications received.
STAGE 2 – Evaluation:
The Shogo panel will meet to examine each candidate against the defined qualification criteria and
will take account of the application form/cv and Bucho comment. They will agree the next steps to
be taken. These steps will vary depending on the assessed character of the applicant and whether
Shogo is proposed to be awarded by the ZNKR or the BKA.
If the Shogo panel decide that the candidate is unsuitable, the Chairperson will inform the candidate.
STAGE 3- Examination Process:
Applications can follow two routes depending on applicant’s choice: ZNKR Shogo – If approved by the Shogo Panel, the BKA Chairperson will formally inform the ZNKR
that we have a candidate(s) for Renshi or Kyoshi. Since the ZNKR has its own process for award of
Shogo, the BKA will await further instruction from Japan on how to proceed. Note: Renshi
candidates should expect to write an essay on some defined ZNKR topic but for Kyoshi, the
candidate should expect to take a written examination in Japan at some defined date and time.
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BKA Shogo - If approved by the Shogo Panel, the BKA Chairperson will instruct the panel to conduct
the examination process. This process is defined in detail later in this document.
The Panel will supervise and manage all aspects of the examination process.
STAGE 4 – AWARD DECISION:
The BKA Chairperson will receive a pass or fail recommendation from the Shogo Panel. If pass the
BKA Chairperson will issue the Shogo certificate at the appointed date. However, if the candidate has
been unsuccessful, the BKA Chairperson will inform the candidate as soon as possible.

STAGE 1 - APPLICATION
Application Process
Candidates must make a formal application to the BKA Chairperson using the approved application
form (see Appendix 4 of this document)
The application form identifies several criteria that will be used to assess the candidate’s suitability.
In the spaces provided, the applicant should seek to identify how he/she has met or will meet such
criteria by providing a short (bulleted) summary. If complete this information should be sufficient.
Applicants may optionally submit a curriculum vitae to support the application.
The BKA Chairperson will pass the individual’s application to the relevant Bucho, requesting an
assessment of the applicant’s character and contribution to their art – from a past, present and
potential future perspective.
Note: Special provisions for non-BKA applicants are detailed in Appendix 3.

Award Timeline
1. Each year the BKA will publish the Shogo calendar at least one month prior to the cut-off
date, typically the 31st May in any one year (NB there will be an additional date for BKA
Renshi examination, at the end of November).
2. For BKA Shogo applicants, within 14 days after the cut off, the BKA will notify each candidate
of the timescales of the examination process, what publications are available and what
papers and essays will be required. Kyoshi candidates will be advised of the arrangements
for the formal examination (locations, dates and times, etc.).

STAGE 2 - EVALUATION
Shogo Panel Composition
The BKA Chairperson will appoint a panel of six Kyoshi 7th Dan to review, test and recommend Shogo.
The BKA Chair will typically be a non-voting chair of the panel – however, the BKA Chair may be one
of the six panellists if also ranked as Kyoshi.
• Panel Chairperson: The BKA Chairperson – or appointed delegate
•

A minimum of three Kyoshi from the Bu in which the applicant is applying for Shogo
status.

•

Three Kyoshi from other BKA Bu.

Where the criteria for panel personnel cannot be met, the BKA Chairperson may appoint suitable
delegates of the same rank.
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Evaluation Criteria
The table below shows the general evaluation criteria (for the art in which the candidate is seeking
Shogo). The Internal Bucho will review each candidate prior to the Shogo Panel meeting and pass
comment to the BKA Chairperson. See ‘Appendix 1 Shogo Eligibility’ for additional detail.
The qualitative indicators in the table below provide a guide as to the criteria that might be used, on
the understanding that there may be other measurable indicators available, e.g. dojo leadership and
the development of other dojo may have been fulfilled by being a squad manager/trainer for a
suitable duration.
Criteria

Renshi
Qualitative

Quantitative
indicator

Kyoshi
Qualitative

Quantitative
indicator

Dan grading

6th Dan or above

7th Dan or above

Dan
experience

1+ years

2+ years

Coach level

Regional Coach

National Coach

First Aid
Course

Desirable (only)

Attendance

National event
experience

High level of
experience
including
supporting large
seminars and being
main teachers on
small events.

Have made a
significant
contribution to Bu
events

High level of
experience including
running and being a
main teacher at
larger seminars.

Have made a
significant
contribution to Bu
events

International
event
experience on
behalf of the
BKA

Have a reasonable
international
presence including
seminars, gradings
and taikai.

Have attended a
significant number
of European/World
championships.

Must have a high
international
presence including
seminars, gradings
and taikai.

Should have
refereed in
international taikai
as well as attending
a significant number
of World / European
taikai & seminars.

Grading panel
experience

High level of
grading panel
experience at main
or support
examiner level.

Must have sat on a
significant number of
grading panels.

High level of grading
panel experience at
main or support
examiner level.

Must have ideally sat
on at least ten
grading panels.

Dojo
leadership

A long experience
of running or
supporting the
running of a dojo
and maintaining a
high level of
development of
one’s students.

Running or support
the running of a dojo
more than 5 years.

A long experience of
running/supporting
one’s own dojo as
well as assisting in
the development of
others through
regional coaching
and mentoring.

Running or support
the running of a
dojo(s) more than 10
years as well as clear
proof of developing
another dojo.

Bu activity

A good contribution
to the activities of
the Bu such as
organising
seminars, taking a
Bu EC or NC role,
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Essay /
Examination

assisting at core-run
events etc.

EC or NC role,
assisting at core-run
events etc.

Essay on a set
subject(s) written to
a suitable standard.

Examination on a set
subject(s) written to
a suitable standard.

The Shogo Panel shall give due weight to the ability and willingness of the applicant to contribute to
the future development of the BKA – rather than approve the application solely as a reward for past
services.
It is expected that the candidate should score positively on each criterion. However, the committee
will assess the candidate and accept that some criteria cannot (and will never) be met.

Shogo Panelists’ Responsibilities
The table below outlines the responsibilities of each panel member.
BKA Chairperson
Internal Bu Kyoshi
External Bu Kyoshi
To impartially run the panel in a
business-like manner

Assess applicant’s skills and
knowledge of the specific art for
which Shogo is being applied for.

Provide unbiased, external view.

To determine if there is a majority
consensus for Shogo
recommendation

To assess and comment on the
applicant’s contribution to the art.

Review of applicant’s contribution
to the BKA.

To ensure that the panel
evaluation is balanced and fair

To ensure that the candidates
technical competency and skills are
appropriate

The Internal Bu Kyoshi (s) will evaluate the applicant’s skill, knowledge, and experience of their art.
This may be difficult to evaluate on a quantifiable basis but might include:
1. Presence and performance in the national squad.
2. Presence and performance at national taikai.
3. Evidence of knowledge by developing others.
4. Written media (articles, reports etc.).
5. An output of a technical interview or training session
The External Bu Kyoshi /BKA Chairperson will be responsible for:
• Evaluating the applicant’s contribution to the BKA as a whole
• Ensuring that the overall evaluation is balanced and fair
With regards to the contribution to the BKA, the applicant must have shown clear evidence of
helping to develop either of the other external arts (outside of the one which the applicant is seeking
Shogo) or the BKA. The latter may include service on the EC or DRC Chair or working in an official
role to manage and/or develop the BKA.

Evaluation Discussion (Shogo Panel)
The evaluation should occur if possible, at a meeting. Where this is not possible a teleconference
facility may be used (or a combination of face-to-face and teleconference as required). Each
member of the Panel will present the criteria they are responsible for reviewing and discuss each
aspect with the other members. Key decisions on criteria should be recorded and used in the final
evaluation. If more information is required and is not instantly obtainable then the meeting may be
adjourned until that information is available.
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The minimum requirements for approving the application for Stage 3 “Examination Process” is 4 to
6 majority.
The BKA Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson shall be informed of the Shogo Panel’s decision by the
Shogo Panel Chair (or delegate) within 5 working days. The BKA Chairperson is responsible for
informing the applicant of the results of the evaluation.
Note: The Shogo Panel may wish to interview the candidate in person but this is not expected for
most applications.

STAGE 3 – EXAMINATION PROCESS
Introduction
For all Shogo to be conferred by the BKA, the Kyoshi on the Shogo panel will have the total
responsibility for the examination and the subsequent technical recommendation / rejection of
Shogo. Specifically, they will: • Set the exam
• Decide the pass mark
• Mark the papers
• Agree a pass or fail
• The Shogo panel may decide on a resit of a paper in the event of a fail
Examinations will typically follow the ZNKR process – see below Renshi and Kyoshi
See section below entitled “ZNKR applications via the BKA” for all non-BKA Shogo applications.

Renshi
The examination process for Renshi consists of an essay to be delivered on a suitable subject. The
essay is open book and can be prepared in the candidate’s own time, i.e. no invigilator is required.
The Shogo panel will agree one or more of its members to set the paper and its marking/assessment
criteria. Marking the paper will typically be undertaken by a Kyoshi senior panellists from the
relevant Bu.
The full Shogo panel will have access to all papers following assessment/marking prior to making
their Renshi recommendation/rejection.

Kyoshi
The examination process for Kyoshi will either be based on topics known to have been used in the
past by the ZNKR or on suitable topics as set by Kyoshi senior panellists from the relevant Bu.
The examination paper(s) set by Kyoshi senior panellists from the relevant Bu, will have qualitative
indicators / pass marks agreed prior to the examination. Pass marks will typically fall in the range of
50 to 70 % as appropriate.
The panel will decide on the format of the examination, e.g. what sections are open book and what
to be undertaken in strict examination conditions - an Invigilator may be appointed in such a case to
ensure appropriate compliance to examination rules and time limits.

Pre-exam Preparation
1.
2.

The Panel will agree the calendar of events and the BKA Chairperson will ensure that these
dates are published to all concerned
The Panel will agree the split of responsibilities / actions for the examination, i.e. who is doing
what, when, where and how
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3.
4.

Applicants will be informed of the date(s) of examinations and the reading material required a
minimum of 60 days in advance.
The fees for the examination shall be set to break-even for members and show an appropriate
administration surplus for non-members. These are set out in BKA Byelaw 2.10

Examination Day
1.
2.

The examination will take place at the agreed time and place with an Invigilator present to
conduct the exam under the conditions set by the panel.
If a candidate cannot attend on the day/date in question due to sickness or some pressing
emergency, the panel may agree to arrange an alternative venue for that candidate.
However, in such a case, great care will need to be taken to ensure the exam content is not
compromised as this will invalidate the examination result and may result in a rejection of
the applicant’s Shogo award.

Post Exam Process
1.

2.
3.

The completed exam papers will be passed to the Kyoshi senior panellists of the relevant Bu
for marking. They will already have the qualitative indicators / pass marks as agreed prior to
the examination.
Once marked the papers and results will be circulated to the Shogo panel along with
Pass/Fail recommendations.
At this stage, all panellists may make comment to the BKA Chairperson on their observations
or concerns.
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STAGE 4 – FINAL AWARD DECISION
Following the post examination process the BKA Chairperson will assess the recommendations from
panellists and any additional comment from the panel members.
Following this assessment, the BKA Chairperson may elect to call a full panel meeting or decide that
in the light of the panel recommendations that it is unnecessary.

Full Exam Pass
Assuming candidate(s) have passed all parts of the examination and with no unfavourable reports
from the panel, the BKA Chairperson will inform the Shogo Panel that no further action or meetings
are required on their part.
In this case, the BKA Chairperson will inform the candidate(s) of their success and issue the Shogo
certificate at the agreed date.

Inconclusive Exam Outcome
If the candidate has been unsuccessful in any part or parts of the exam, the BKA Chairperson will
need to consult with the Shogo Panel to evaluate the failure and any action to be taken. The
evaluation should occur as soon as possible at a meeting or if possible in face to face. However,
where this is not possible, a teleconference facility may be used (or a combination of face-to-face
and teleconference as required).
If the panel decide that the candidate(s) has failed, the Chairperson will inform that candidate of the
result.

Administration
The following actions will take place after a successful Shogo award:
•
•
•

The BKA Chairperson will ensure that the result is published on the web-site and that all
relevant parties are informed.
The Grading Officer will record the award on the BKA database.
The Director of International Relations will inform the European Kendo Federation (EKF) of
the candidates changed status.

Note: The NC may agree to fund the EKF registration fee from the NC budget.

SHOGO COMPLAINTS
Since the Shogo examination is a formal grading, no complaint is possible in the event of a fail.
However, it is possible that complaints regarding Shogo process (i.e. the process documented in this
policy paper) may need to be heard. In such a case a special committee consisting of the BKA
Chairperson, Vice Chairperson and Secretary will examine the process complaint and decide any
action needed. This committee decision is final with no appeal.
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ZNKR APPLICATIONS VIA THE BKA
In cases where Shogo candidates wish to apply directly to the ZNKR (via the BKA) for their Renshi or
Kyoshi, the process is modified in Stage 3, however, Stage 1 (application) and Stage 2 (evaluation)
remain the same.
If Stage 2 approves the candidate, the BKA Chairperson will formally inform the ZNKR that we have
a candidate(s) for Renshi or Kyoshi. Since the ZNKR has its own process for award of Shogo, the BKA
will await further instruction from Japan on how to proceed. Typically, the BKA Chairperson will act
as a communications conduit between the ZNKR and the candidate.
Renshi candidates can expect to write an essay on some defined ZNKR defined topic but for Kyoshi,
the candidate should expect to take a written examination in Japan at some defined date and time.
When a ZNKR Shogo award is successful, the BKA Chairperson will ensure that this is published on
the web-site. The BKA Grading Officer will record the award on the BKA database and inform the
European Kendo Federation (EKF) of the candidates changed status. The BKA may agree to fund the
EKF registration fee from the NC budget.
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APPENDIX 1 - SHOGO ELIGIBILITY
Renshi
Persons meeting the following criteria shall be eligible for RENSHI:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Having held 6th Dan Iaido, Jodo or Kendo for at least one year.
Being a member of good standing.
Being recognised as currently, and regularly, practicing and having a high level of technical
competence in the relevant art i.e. Iaido/Jodo/Kendo (including Kendo no Kata), and its
theory.
Having regularly attended various seminars organised by the BKA, EKF, AJKF, FIK or their
affiliates, thereby promoting the interests of their National Federation.
Having attended refereeing seminars to update their skills.
Having significant refereeing experience at official BKA or EKF events.
Holding a BKA regional coaching award and having supported or led workshops and regular
training on practice, theory and refereeing in Iaido, Jodo or Kendo.
Having been active as a participant in a World or European Championships and/or as a jury
member for Dan examinations in either Kendo, Jodo, or Iaido with the UK and/or Europe.
Played a leading role in national Iaido, Jodo and Kendo societies, and having maintained a
high standard of personal and professional integrity.
Having made a significant contribution to the BKA.
Having submitted an essay on a set subject(s) which meets the standards of the BKA.

It is accepted that less than expected satisfaction in one of the above may, exceptionally, be
compensated for by excellence in the other listed criteria.

Kyoshi
Persons meeting the following criteria shall be eligible for KYOSHI:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Having held 7th Dan Iaido, Jodo or Kendo for at least two years.
Meeting continuously the criteria for, and having been awarded RENSHI.
Playing a leading role in national and international Iaido, Jodo or Kendo societies and
providing sound leadership and/or an administrative function in their national Iaido, Jodo or
Kendo community, e.g. by holding an office in the BKA or having made an otherwise
significant contribution to the BKA.
Having earned the level of BKA national coach.
Having maintained a high standard of personal and professional integrity.
Having submitted a written examination in a set subject(s) which meets the standards of the
BKA.

It is accepted that a less than expected satisfaction of one of the above may, exceptionally, be
compensated for by excellence in the other listed criteria.
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APPENDIX 2 ESSAYS AND EXAMINATIONS
For any BKA Shogo award, the essays and examination questions shall be based on the items noted
in the table below. These items are often supported by formal AJKF publications (but some are not
readily available in English). To assist candidates, the BKA will advise applicants on what publications
are readily available as noted in Stage 1 – Application Timelines section above.
Iaido
Teaching / coaching method
Competition /refereeing (Shiai and
Shinpan)
Zen Ken Ren Iai (detailed
knowledge)
The sword, its parts and safe
handling
Health and safety
Mental attitude of a Kyoshi
Obligations and ability as a Grading
Panellist
Saho
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Jodo
Teaching / coaching method
Competition /Refereeing (Shiai and
Shinpan)
Zen Ken Ren Jodo (detailed
knowledge)
Posture, the use of the jo and tachi
Health and safety
Mental attitude of a Kyoshi
Obligations and ability as a Grading
Panellist

Kendo
Teaching / coaching method
Competition /refereeing (Shiai and
Shinpan)
Kendo kata
General knowledge
Health and safety
Mental attitude of a Kyoshi
Obligations and ability as a Grading
Panellist
Reigi
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APPENDIX 3 - NON-BKA APPLICANTS
Whilst the Shogo policy is aimed at members of the BKA, it is open to non-members subject to the
following provisions:
1. The application, evaluation process and examinations shall be in English. The application
may be in the applicant’s native language accompanied by a certified translation into English
and proof of certification.
2. The examinations shall be held in the UK under the rules of this policy document.
3. The applicant must be a member of an EKF [or other FIK recognised body] - hence forth
termed ‘the applicant’s Association’.
4. The applicant’s Association consents to the application by means of a formal letter/email of
consent from the chairperson/president/delegated authority of the applicant’s Association.
5. Two senior grades members of the applicant’s Association must endorse the application.
6. The qualifications and documentation required must equate to those of members of the BKA.
The BKA reserves the right not to process the application if suitable equivalent
credentials/evidence are not available.
7. All certificates and required documentation must be submitted as copies of the original AND
certified English translations and proof of certification.
8. All required translations shall be at the applicant’s expense.
9. Non-member equivalents of British legal requirements e.g. criminal records checks, coaching
qualifications etc. shall be at the discretion of the Shogo panel - who may seek
clarification/verification of all such matters via the applicant’s Association.
10. Played a leading role in national in either Iaido, Jodo and Kendo societies, and having
maintained a high standard of personal and professional integrity.
11. The applicant must make themselves available for personal interview and examination in the
UK if required. In very exceptional cases, tele-communications may be used if an interview is
required.
12. There is no appeal process for non-member applicants. The decision of the Shogo panel is
final.
13. The application fee must be paid with the application and is not refundable once the
evaluation process begins.
14. Where relevant the term ‘the BKA’ in this BKA Shogo policy may be interpreted as ‘the
applicant’s Association’.
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APPENDIX 4 – SHOGO APPLICATION FORM

Name (as recorded on BKA website/menjo)
Grade: (to include date of grading and where graded)
Application for: Renshi / Kyoshi (circle applicable)
Application Date:
Application for: Japanese Shogo or for BKA Shogo (circle applicable)
Discipline: Kendo / Iaido / Jodo (circle applicable)
Discipline CV Attached: Yes / No (circle applicable)
Sponsor Details:
First Name

Surname

BKA No.

Contact Details (email address
& Tel. Nos.)

Nominated by1

Seconded by
The BKA Shogo Policy follows the AJKF evaluation procedure for Shogo applications. Please provide
information in the boxes below so that the evaluation committee can make a timely assessment of
your application. We are not looking for pages of text, only evidence to support your application –
bullet form is the most appropriate way of conveying such information.
Please do not attempt to “create” information in response boxes that are not applicable to you – we
recognise that applicants may not be able to respond to all criteria statements.

1

In the case of non-BKA applicant this should be the Chairperson of the applicant’s affiliated organisation. This
Chairperson will also need to confirm the content of the candidate’s CV / or written response (noted in the
Assessment criteria section below) and that the applicant is a suitable candidate for Shogo.
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AJKF Assessment Criteria
The BKA are asked by the AJKF to assess the following for all Shogo candidates: Candidate Response (add detract bullets as required)

Criteria
Practise K/I/J regularly (indicate
how often)

•

Play a leading role in the Association
(indicate past/current service as an
officer, referee, etc.)

•

Possess great discernment and live
a sound life (any relevant
qualification you may wish to offer)

•

Mastery of techniques and theory
(any relevant information you may
wish to offer)

•

Have lived in the UK for a minimum
of 1 year and will be a registered
member 1 year from now.

Yes / No (circle applicable)

BKA Assessment Criteria
The BKA require additional information to support any Shogo application. It will give due weight to
the ability and willingness of the applicant to contribute to the future development of the
Association – rather than simply approve the application as a reward for past services.
Please indicate your response in the boxes provided: Criteria

Candidate Response (add detract bullets as required)

Dan experience (how long in grade)

•

State Coach level (e.g. Regional or
National)

•

National event experience (e.g. in
supporting large seminars and being
main teachers on small events)

•

International event experience
(international presence including
seminars, grading and taikai)

•

Grading panel experience (how
many, how often, etc.)

•

Dojo leadership (experience of
running or supporting the running of
a dojo and maintaining a high level
of development of one’s students)

•

Bu activity (e.g. Contribution to the

•
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activities of the Bu including
organising seminars, taking a Bu or
EC role, assisting at core-run events
etc.)
All relevant non-budo
qualifications/achievements may be
listed here (optional)
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